WARNING
STRIPPER SAFETY
Any piece of equipment can be dangerous if not operated properly. YOU are responsible for the safe operation
of this equipment. The operator must carefully read and follow any warnings, safety signs and instructions
provided with or located on the equipment. Do not remove, defeat, deface, or render inoperable any of the
safety devices or warnings on this equipment. IF any safety devices or warnings have been removed, defeated,
defaced, or rendered inoperable, DO NOT USE THIS EQUIPMENT!!!
WARNING: Operating, servicing and maintaining this equipment can expose you to chemicals including
silica crystalline from concrete and wood dust from flooring which are known to the State of California to cause
cancer and birth defects or other reproductive harm. To minimize your exposure, avoid breathing dust and wear
the proper dust mask. For more information go to www.P65warnings.ca.gov
DANGER: THE BLADE IS EXTREMELY SHARP
CAUTION:
Use extreme caution when transporting the machine with the blade inserted. Do not insert or remove blade with
electric cord plugged in. Check machine periodically for loose-bolt and nuts (motor, blade clamp plate and
weight). Grease connecting rod as needed.
This 120-volt equipment requires a grounded outlet, do not modify plug.
Caution: Always wear Safety Glasses, Gloves, Hearing and the appropriate Dust Protection!
INSTALLING THE BLADE:
Be sure to read and follow this proper procedure when installing a blade: Loosen (do not remove) the 2 long
nuts enough to separate the 2 red plates. Insert the blade between the 2 red plates until it hits the "built-in" Stop
Bar or until the slots slide onto the bolts securely. Make sure the blade is straight. Then tighten the 2 long nuts
evenly tight.
Concrete Sub-Floors: Extend blade with bevel facing up.
Wood Sub-Floors: Extend the blade with bevel facing down.

If the person receiving this handout will not be the user of the equipment, forward these instructions to the
operator. IF there is any doubt as to the operation or safety of the equipment,
DO NOT USE!! CALL A TOOL SHED IMMEDIATELY!!!
FAILURE TO FOLLOW THESE INSTRUCTIONS COULD RESULT IN INJURY OR DEATH

